TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #794

COR. INT. PT. SEC. 30 T 4S R 10

HISTORICAL: Pacific Wonderland
RETR BY: John Carlisch
REFER TO MAP C-273

CONDITION

FOUND: 2\" Iron Pipe 16\" Deep

1972
- Ed. 2\" Iron Pipe
- Ed. Railroad Spike
- Ed. Spruce. Healed over

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

1972 GWW

I SET 2\" Iron Pipe with 10\" Tile in Concrete

#4 x 4\" x 3\" Post N.W. N45\(^\circ\) W 1\" feet

NEW ACCESSORY:

20\" Spruce. N 79\(^\circ\) E 7\"\&\;
Railroad Spike - Rd S 45\(^\circ\) 56\' W 30\"\;

COMMENTS: The corner is 30 feet @ N 45\(^\circ\) 56\' W
from Center line of Brooten County Road

5-16-72 IN THE PRESENCE OF: Geo. W Utrey
sale Arthur Reger Knapp

DATE: 11-30-67 PHOTO:

= County corner tag affixed.

= TITHE

Stan Skinner
AL Duncan
John Louis Carlisch County Surveyor